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COMMISSION ENCOURAGED BY UNIPLATE’S R16M FINE FOR ABUSE OF DOMINANCE 

 

The Commission welcomes the decision Competition Tribunal’s to fine Uniplate Group (Pty) Ltd 

(Uniplate) the largest manufacturer and distributor of number plate blanks and embossing machines in 

South Africa. 

 

The decision and the fine send la clear message to dominant companies not to abuse their position.  

 

Uniplate was ordered to pay an administrative penalty of R16 192 315 (sixteen million one hundred and 

ninety-two thousand three hundred and fifteen rand) for abuse of dominance between 2010 and 2014. 

 

Uniplate had been using long term exclusive agreements to contractually oblige its customers, who 

emboss number plates, when purchasing a Uniplate embossing machine to also purchase all of their 

number plate blanks and embossing materials from Uniplate. The exclusive supply agreements tied up 

customers for a period of 10 years and prevented the customer from switching to alternative suppliers of 

number plate blanks. 

 

Embossing machines and number plate blanks are used together to produce the final number plate 

which is affixed to vehicles. 

 

These exclusive agreements limited the ability of Uniplate’s rivals from accessing customers for number 

plate blanks in the market. Customers who were tied in these exclusive agreements by Uniplate were 

similarly unable to access competitor blanks even when competitors’ prices were lower. 

 

In 2012 the Commission received complaints from two market participants, NNPR and JJ Plates, a 

competitor and a customer, respectively. 

 

The matter was subsequently referred to the Tribunal for prosecution in November 2015. 
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